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Unit 8: Chemical Bonding & Molecular Structure

L Basic Principles of Chemical Bonding

There are 3 basic principles that apply to chemical bonding between atoms:

1) All bonds can be explained in terms of the simultaneous attraction of one or more
electrons for two or more atomic nuclei. The various types ofbonds differ only in the
degree to which the nuclei attract the electrons. Electrcnegatiuity values are
normally used to compare the degree of electron attraction between two atoms.
The element with the highest electronegativity will have the greatest pull on shared
electrons.

2) Most chemical reactions can be explained in terms of the rearrangements of bonds.
A certain amount of activation energy is needed before any products can be
formed. There is a potential enerry barrier that must first be overcome. As
reactants are transformed into products, enerry is needed to break bonds in the
reacting substances, then enerry is released when bonds in the produced
substances are formed. The terminolory of uothernrc and end.oth,errnrc is used to
describe the overall energy change that has occurred. Physical changes, such as
melting or freezing, &r€ also driven by the availability of excess enerry.

3) The basic concepts that apply to inorganic reactions in the laboratory, also apply to
the changes that occur inside living systems,like you! Biochemical substances are
very specific in the way they interact with other chemicals, because of their
characteristic structure and type of bonding.

n. Tlpes of Chemical Bonds

When an atom of one element chemically combines with an atom of another element to
form a compound, both atoms usually attain a stable outer shell of electrons having an
inert gas configuration(or at least a more balanced dishibution of electrons). The
valence electrons are either transferred from one atom to another or shared between
the two atoms. This transfer or sharing of electrons helps hold the atoms together in
the compound and is called a chemical bond. One way to compare the strengths of
bonds formed ir 1s sxamine the bond energy required to separate the two bonded
atoms. It takes a great deal of enerry to separate a strong chemical bond, but only a
little enerry to separate a weak bond. For example, sodium chloride needs 408 kJ/mole
to break apart the ions formed in the compound, but only 24}kJ/mole are required to
break apart two chlorine atoms in a diatomic molecule. Multiple bonds shared between
the same two atoms causes an increase in the strength of attraction holding the atoms
together. The enerry needed to break apart the two bonds between oxygen atoms
inOZ is 494 kJ/mole, and the bond enerryjumps to 941 kJ/mole needed to break
the three bonds that form between nitrogen atoms in NZ!

A Ionicbonding results from the transfer of electrons between atoms. The ionic
compound is held together by the attractions between the positive ions and negative
ions formed by this transfer. This type of bond is usually formed when a reactive
metal combines with a reactive nonmetal(with an electronegativity difference >
L.67). For example, the reaction between sodium metal and nonmetellic chlorine is
illustrated on the next page. Notice how both atoms obtain an electron structure
that is the seme as the inert gases(Group 8A).
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+

Each Na atom loses an electron to a Cl atom. The sodium ion has 1 less electron shell
than its atom, and shrinks to half of its original size. The chloride ion doubles in size as
the seme kernel charge struggles to hold on to an additional electron. The ionic
compound that forms will have an alternating pattern of positive and negative ions.

A magnified view of a crystal of sodium chloride is shown at
the right. Note the interlocking, $-dimensional ionic bonding
that occurs. These strong attractive forces result in properties
that are characteristic of all ionic compounds, which include:
being very hard solids with high melting points; having well-
defined crystal structures that are brittle when hnmmered on;
will dissolve in water; will conduct electricity when dissolved or
melted, but not in the solid state; the shape of the crystals
depends on the electrical charges and radii of the combined ions.

Ptpblems:
Draw the electron dot diagrams for the following pairs of elements and use them to
predict the formulas of the ionic compounds that will form.

1. potassium and nihogen 2. aluminum and orygen 3. calcium and fluorine

ANS: I(3N, Al2OB, Cfiz

B. Covalent bonding results from the sharing of electrons between the bonding
atoms. Neither atom has a strong enough pull on the shared electrons to
completely remove them from the other atom. Therefore, these electrons belong to
the valence shells of both atoms and are being attracted to both nuclei
simultaneously. This results in the formation of electrically neutral molecules. This
type of bond is typical when two nonmetals combine together.

g;arnple: Elemental chlorine gas exists as a covalently-bonded, diatomic molecule in
nature. If no other elements are available to give the reactive chlorine atoms an extra

5p The lone elestrons
combine to fono a
new bonding orbital

electron, then they wtl] share- a pair js
of electrons between themselves

h"#J ifl""ffffiffff;*,**:" r, I
3p orbitals from each atom will
blend together to form one new
bonding orbital that will be held
between the nuclei of both atoms.

5s

r ' 8
Since both chlorine atoms have the same electronegativity values, the electrons are
shared equallybetween them. There is no excess charge build up on either atom, so
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this is called a nonpolar covalent bond. If the electronegativity difference
between hrp combining elements is less than 0.5, then the sharing is usually
considered to be equal.

If the electronegativity difference between two combining elements is in the range
from 0.5 to L.67,then an unequal sharing of electrons occurs. The element with the
higher electronegativity value will pull the electrons closer to its nucleus, resulting in
the build up of a partial negative charge. The other element will have a partial
positive charge. This type ofbonding is called a pol,ar covalent bond. The greater
the electronegativity difference, the closer the bond becomes to being ionic(A
difference of 1.67 will form a bond having about a 507o ionic bond character). An
illustration of this type of bond can be seen in the molecule of hydrogen chloride,
with a difference of 0.9 (aL9Vo ionic bond character).
The overlap of the ls orbital of the hydrogen atom with the half-fi.lled 3p orbital of
the chlorine atom results in the unevenly distributed bonding orbital. This molecule
with partially charged positive and negative centers is called a dipole.

$+ $ -

H
1s orbital

ct
3p orbital

Prtblems:
Draw the orbital fi.lling diagrams for the following pairs of elements and use them to
show how they would share electrons to form molecules. Predict whether polar or
nonpolar covalent bonds will form.

1. hydrogenandoxygen 2. carbon and sulfur 3. phosphorus and bromine

You may have noticed that the carbon and sulfur atoms from the last problem set
would need to share two pairs of electrons between them to obtain stable, inert gas
electron configurations. This is called a double covalent bond. It is possible for any
two atoms toihare a maximum of 3 pairs of electrons(triple bond) between them to
obtain an octet.

The double covalent bond in an oxygen molecule forms in two steps. First, the head-to-
head overlap of two p orbitals forms a new bonding orbital directly between the nuclei of
both atoms along the bond axis(an imaginary line connecting the nuclei). This is
sometimes referred to as sigma( (f) bontlittg.

2p3 orbital
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Then the other unpaired electrons from each atom will combine to form a second bond.
Since the areatlhectly between the two atoms is now occupied by a shared electrcn pair, a
second bond urill have to fbrm aborn and helnw the bond axis. This occurs rnhen turu different p
rrbitals orrcrlap in a side-to-side fashionto prudr.rce api (r) bond .-,siema(f)

+F

pi (rt)
bordine orbital

o
Zpy orbital

o
Zpyorbital

tNote that the bond axis
becomes shorter with each
additional bond formed.

The properties of covalent compounds vary, depending on how much percent ionic
bond character they exhibit. For nonpolar covalent molecules which have no
significant partial charges, the attractive forces between the molecules is very
weak. Therefore, many of these compounds usually exist as gases at room
temperature, or are liquids and solids with low boiling and melting temperatures.
Liquids will evaporate quickly. Solids are soft, they will not conduct electricity, and
will not dissolve in water, but they will dissolve in other nonpolar solvents, such as
hexane or gasoline. As the percent ionic bond character increases, the compound's
hardness, melting and boiling points, and water solubility also increases.

C. Metallic tlonding results when the atoms of a metellic element lose their valence
electrons to other msfnllis atoms.(The electrons are not lost completely, but instead
they are "delocalized", which mearx they are no longer held in the valence shell of
any one particular atom.) This forms positively charged ions that are arranged in a
definite pattern within the solid. The 'lost' valence electrons form a free-floating
"electron gas" that completely srurounds these positive ions. In a way, the metals
are playrng a giant gzme of "electron hot potato", where none of the atoms actually
want their valence electrons, so they keep passing them back and forth between
themselves. The properties of metals can be explained in terms of this flexible type
ofbonding. Metals can be hsmmered into sheets(malleable) or drawn into
wire(ductile) because the positive ions can slide past each other, like ball bearings in
oil, while still beingbonded to the electrons. They are excellent conductors ofheat,
because the electrons can easily absorb the kinetic enerry and move faster. Metals
are also good conductors of electricity(a flow of electrons), because as electrons from
a power sonrce enter one end of a metal, an equal number exit from the other end.

Ingeneral, the morc electrcns that are delocalizedby ametal, the
harder and stmrgerit willhe. TIte transitionmetals, srrch as ircn
shorpn at the right, arc tbe hardest, most dense metals because they
canlose both s andd sublevelelectmns. It is possible to make solid
solutions of met als(c aled alof's ) by rnelturg dif lbrcnt met als to gether
andcooling the mixture. If the metallic ions of bothelements have
similar radii, then they can rcplace each other in the solid crystal If
there is a signifuant diflbrerrce in size, thenthe smallerions willfit in
the spaces betrleenthe largerions. Alloys willhave different
pruperties thanthe pr.ue metals.
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Prcbl.ems:
Determine the lype of bonding that should occur for each of the following substantes,
then predict the characteristic properties of each substance.

1. chlorine andbarium 2. zinc and copper 3. carbonandhydrogen

m. Drawing Lewis Dot Structures to R.epresent the Compounds Formed

Lewis dot structures are two-dimensional representations ofthe bonding arrangement
of atoms in covalent compounds and of the charge relationships in ionic compounds. The
atoms of each element will usually obtain an isoelectronic structure with an inert gas,
but there are some exceptions.
Exception /: The normal covalency(number of covalent bonds an atom can form)

remslimes limits the number of electrons a metal can obtain by sharing
electrons. In this case, the metal ends up with less than an octet. For
sxampl€, 4[uminrrm wou]d prefer to completely lose its 3 valence electrons,
but in the compound aluminum iodide, the iodine does not have a high
enough electronegativity to cause a transfer of electrons. By sharing its 3
electrons with three different iodine atoms, the aluninum ends up with
only 6 valence electrons.

Exception 2: The very reactive halogen elements have such a strong pull and need for 1
extra electron to become stable, that they can force other, less reactive
nonmetals to share more of their electrons than they normally would. This
results in the other nonmetal obtaining more than an octet. For sxample,
when sulfur reacts with fluorine, as many as six different fluorine atoms
can bond to the su-lfir atom. The sulfur is forced to use all six of its valence
electrons to satisfy the need of a maximum number of fluorine atoms.
Sutfur ends up with 12 electrons in its valence shell

For ionic compotrnds, the Lewis dot structure represents the
positive and negative ions that combine in a proper ratio to
balances the charges. Bxqmple:

1+ .. 2-
z L i  ,  [ : o : l

The Lewis dot structures for covalent molecules represent the atoms tI 4
by their chemical symbols and show the bonds thaf they form. Lines -!. I x
aie used to represent u rh*ed pair of electrons. Unshared valence H-C -C -O :

electrons are sho*n as dots plated around the symbol. Example: tt t! t!
The above Lewis structure for ethyl alcohol(also known as ethanol) indicates that each
atom gets an inert gas configuration and the covalenry requirement applies.

To draw correct Lewis structures and to reduce possible error, the following steps are
recommended.
Step 1. Determine the normal oxidation states of all of the atoms in the molecule
Step 2. Arrange the atoms into a slmmetrical "skeleton", placing the atoms with the

highest covalency in the center and drawing lines(to represent bonds)
connecting atoms with positive oxidation numhrs to those with negative
oxidationnumbers.

Step 3. Add unshared electron pairs when necessary to complete the octet
requirement for most atoms (hydrogen only needs 2 electrons).

Step 4. Det€rmine the number of valence electrons that are available forbondingby- 
calculating the total number of valence electrons from all of the atoms in the
molecule' 
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Step 5. Count the total number of elecbrons needed in your Lewis dot structure for all
atomg.to achieve an inert gas configuration, while still observing their
covalency requirements.

Step 6. Compare the total number of electrons needed to those that are available.
Draw either a single-bonded structure, a multiple-bonded structure or a single-
bonded structure with extra electrons assigned to the central atom in order to
match the needed number of valence electrons with those available.

A Logic Flow Chart for Drawing Lewis Structures
Start

I
t

yes 1 +
Example: 2 Li ,

yes Baqmple:

vailabl

Group 2d
Ex:

a a  a a

:C l -Be{ l :

(N"; that Be
only has 2 valence
electrons to share.)

3A or other

Groups 4d
7A or 8A

5A,6A,

.o  2 -

[ : o : ]

H_CI:

Available
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Ex O= C-O

: r,:
. . |  "

Br- F:
t .  

|  
. .

I

: F 3

Compound ionic?
(check difference in
electronegativity)

Count all available
valence electrons.
Determine number
of electrons needed
forsingle'bonded
structure. Compare.

Is compound
diatomic?

Multiple-bonded
structure

Central atom does not
obtain octet. Covalency
requirement of central
atom has priority over
the octet rule.

Determine the central
atom(that forms the
most bonds). What is
the group number of
the central atom?

Count all available valence
electrons. Determine the
number needed for single-
bonded structure. Compare.

flraw
Multiple,bonded

structure

Draw single-bonded
shrrcture with extra
electrons(more than 8)
on the central atom.

Ex:



Prcblems:
Draw the Lewiqdot structures for the following compounds:
f . ammonia, NH3 2. phosphorus (V) ctrloride, PCIS 3. boron trichloride, BClg

6. silicon dioxide, SiOZ4. calcium nitride, Ca3N2 5. nitric acid, HNO3

o Sometimes it is possible that there will be more than one correct Lewis dot structure
for the same substance. The actual compound has properties characteristic of an
average blend of all possible electron ilTangements. This concept is called
resonance.
Bynmple: The carbonate ion has 3 possible Lewis structures, showing 1 double
bond and 2 single bonds. The actual structure is an average of these three.

[, i'. , o ,l 
2- 

[, ii, ,ii ,l 
'- 

[, ii, , o ,l 
'-

r \ c z  l - + l t c . /  I +  l . C /  II  Y  l { -  |  I  t + l  u  I
L : 9 :  J  L : 9 :  J  L : d :  J

Ptpblcms:
Draw all possible Lewis dot structures for the following substances that exhibit
resonance:
1. ozone, 03 2. sultur (VI) oxide, SO3 3. nitric acid, HNO3

There may be two or more different chemical H H H H
substances with different Lewis dot structures. I I I I
but the same molecular formulas. These 

' 
H-Q -q-A-q-H

substances €re called isomers. This is common t! ti -! ti
n f H

H \ i / H
\ t . /in organic chemistry, because of the almost

infinite variety of ways in which carbon atoms
can bond together. Note the2 structures of C4H19

Prcbl.en:
Draw the 3 structural isomers for the compounds having a molecular formula of C5H12

IV. Lewis Dot Stmctures, Molecular Geometry and Polarity

According to the Valence Shetl Elechon Pair Repulsion TheoTyCVSEPRT), all pairs of
valence electrons in a given atom repel each other. These pairs/areas of electrons will
position themselves as far away from each other as possible in the 3-dimensional space
around the nucleus. There arc 4 basic assumptions:
1. The number of areas of electron charge around the central atom determines the

shape of the molecule.
2. Each single bond the central atom forms is 1 area of electron charge around the

nucleus.
3. Each unshared pair of electrons on the central atom is 1 area of electron charge

around the nucleus.
7
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4. A double or triple bond should be considered to be only 1 area ofelectron charge, not
two or three,areas. This is because all electrons in a double or triple bond are located
along the boiid axis between the same two atoms.

One or two areas of electron charge form a molecule with a linear shape.
Three €rreas of electron charge around the central atom form a molecule with a :
1. linear shape if the central atom has only one bonding area of charge.
2. bent (aneular) if the central atom has two bonding areas of charge.
3. hian€ular if the central atom has three bonding areas of charge.
Four areas of electron charge could form a molecule with a shape that is lineat,
bent, pyramidal or tetrahedral depending on if the central atom has 1, 2,3 or 4
bonding areas of charge, respectively.
When nonmetals form 5, 6 or 7 bonds to satisfu the reactive halogens, the shapes of
the molecules become more complex. A chart summarizing the various shapes is
shown below and on the next page:

8
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frof electrcn
pairs/areas

.electron-pair
" geonretry

bondurg
pairs/areas

nonbonding
pairs/areas

molecular
geometry example

5

*,+.I'
rigonal

5 0

6

octahedral

6 0

octahedral

7

'ru*1i""
pentagonal

hipSrramidal

7 0

hinyramidal

:f ':',;i;,n i''l n
Once the molecular geometry is determined, the polarity of the molecule can be
predicted. A polar molecule is one in which the center of positive charge does not
coincide with the center of negative charge. Abond between different atoms will always
have some degree of polarity; therefore a diatomic molecule with dlfferent atoms, such
as HF, CO and HCl, \Mill always be polar. fire molecules N2 and 02 are nonpolar
because both atoms are the same, and have the sarne attraction for shared electrons.

A polyatomic molecule may be nonpolar even though it contains polar bonds. In such a
molecule, the positive and negative charges are evenly distributed so as to balance each
other out. Thus linear CO2,trigonal planarAlHg, and tetrahedral CF4 are all nonpolar
because of the symmetrical amangement around the central atoms allow the bond
polarities to cancel one another out. In contrast, the bent shape of the water molecule
is not a symmetrical arrangement, therefore water is a polar molecule.

PrcbLems:

Draw the Lewis dot structures for the following compounds, predict the geometry of the
molecule (usingthe VSEPR method), then determine ifthe molecule is polar or nonpolar:

1. gallium hiiodide, GaIg 2. formaldehyde, CH2O 3. fluoromethane, CH3F

5. sulfur (IV) oxide, SO2

I
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V. Other Bonding Theories--..Erplaining HowAtoms Can Do that Voodoo that
They Do So Well

Trying to explain how atoms can form so many different types of covalent bonds has
required several theories. In most cases, the atoms involved are using single electrons
in atomic orbitals to form new bonding orbitals that are shared between them. Before
certain atoms bond, a blending of two or more atomic orbitals of nearly the same enerry
occurs forming new orbitals of equal enerry. This is called hybridi-ation and the new
orbitals are called hybridorbitals. The type of hybridization that occurs depends upon
which sublevels are blended together.

Carbon is the most typical slemple of hybridizationwhen formingbonds. One of the
electrons from the 2s orbital gains enough enerry to jrrmp to the empty 2p orbital.

2s 'O 
-r sp3 hybrid orbitals

'-*=":P,,RP"9f.rn
enerry absorbed four sp3 hybrid orbitals that have thg same energJ.

Therefore, in the methane molecule, CH4, all four of the carbon-hydrogen bonds have
exactly the snme enerry.

Other Group fVA atoms, such as Si or Ge, will also undergo sp3 hybridization when
forming four covalent bonds. Hybridizationis another sxample of a periodic property.
Each of the A group elements will split pairs of electrons to make them available for
bonding by undergoing a particular type of hybridization. Atoms of Group llA(which
have only 2 valence electrons) share both electrons by sp hybridization; Group IIIA
atoms ,r*" rp2 hybridization; Group VA atoms use spSd hybridization; Group VIA
atoms use sp3d2 hybridization; and Group VIIA atoms ose spSdl hybridization. The
chart below summarizes the hvbridization that can occrlr:

Group'* iuiba UH'd6 
Group vA

Group ""a.Ebb sS'U" Group vrA 
Wa

Gr.up-^aGE €qps Group VIIA

sp343 hybrid orbitalt

The type of hybridization that occurs helps to determine the shapes of the molecules
formed. For example, the sp hybrid orbitals will have only two bonding areas around the
central atom, so these areas will atign themselves at 180" apart, or at linear positions.
The sp2 hybrids have 3 bonding areas atL2O" apart, formingtrigonal planar shaped
molecules. Group IVA atoms with their spg hybrids are tetrahedral; Group VA atoms
with sp36 hybridization have trigonal bipyramidal shapes; Group VIA atoms with
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sp342 hybri4ization form octahedral shapes; and Group VIIA atoms with sp363
hybridization hbve pentagonal bipyram i dal shapes.

A coorrlinate covalentbond forms when both atoms of a shared pair come from the
same atom. This theory is used to explain how atoms can form more bonds than they
normally would, without violating the octet rule. Carbon monoxide is a good sxample of
this type ofbond.

First, a double covalent bond is formed
between the carbon and oxygen atom. Th,
o)rygen gets a stable octet, but the carbon r ilurn{r.*,
only has 6 electrons. If the oxygen r F
.lniofoo nnp nf ife rrnchqrad oli.J.".rtt nqirs, - l- I unnu t

2s

I
2sa

c
donates one of its unshared electron pairs r
to form a coordinate covalent bond, then .,rtllllf'u'u*r
carbon obtains an octet, too, without
effecting orygen's octet. This creates a
triple bond in the CO molecule.

The small, highly-chargd ions of the transition metals will typically undergo this type of
coordinate covalent bonding with clusters of polar molecules or negative ions(known as
ligands), to form a complex ion structure. Typically, the metal ions will form 4 or 6
bonds with the ligands. An example is shown below when cobalt (II) chloride dissolves in
water:
The Co2+ ion forms 6 coordinate covalent bonds with extra pairs of electrons from the oxygen
atoms in water making an octahedral-shaped complex ion. As excess chloride ions replace the
water ligands, the structure changes to a tetrahedral-shaped complex ion.

- Blue colored [CoC[12--

0  t  / _ _

11/ i' .oH\,. H' l i ' \"

.  r  1 -: c r : -

0
H1_"

+ 6HZO

H\, /Y 'I\n

H/9' L;rt
t .  

\ H

fifamins and minerals in your body are actually grant complex ion structures that rely
on metals to function properly. For example, the iron ions in hemoglobin, which are
attached by coordinate covalent bonds to the nitrogen atoms in the heme portion of this
protein found in red blood cells, allow it to transport orygen throughout the body. Since
the nitrogen ligand sites are part of the seme molecule, the heme is called a chelate,
meaning "claw".

The structure and properties of some molecules and ions cannot be explained by the
theories discussed so far. For exemple, orygen molecules are paremagnetic, which
means that they wiil be effected by a magnetic field due to the presence of unpaired, _
spinning electrons. In the oxygen doublebond, all electrons appear to be paired together.
To resolve this problem, the molecular orbital theory was developed. In this theory,
the atomic orbitals from the outer shell of the bonding atoms combine to form an equal
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number of molecular orbitals that belong to both atoms. One of the molecular orbitals
fomed witl hgeg more enersy than the atomic orbitals and is less stable. This anti-
bond,ing orbital has a tendency to repel the two atoms apart. The other molecular
orbital will have less eneiglr than the atomic orbitals and is more stable. TIis bonding
orbital has a tendency to hold the two atoms together. If there are more electrons in
bonding molecular orbitals than there are in anti-bonding molecular orbitals, then the
atoms will bond togther. The total valence electrons available from both oxygen atoms
will fi-ll the molecular orbitals with lowest enerry first, according to the enerry diagrom
below:

atomic orbitols
mbo"dittg

atornic orbitals

o = nucleus

molecular orbitals

Note that there are a total of eight electrons that occupy bonding orbitals and only four
electrons that fill antibonding orbitals. This difference of 4 electrons results in a net
double bond between the atoms, but more importantly, two of the electrons in the
molecular orbitals are unpaired, which accounts for orygen's parnmagnetism.

Pttbl.ems:
Draw the Lewis dot sbrrctures for the following substances, predict the geometry of the
structure, and explain how the bonds are fomed between the atoms:

3. tft(NHil4$212+ 4. NO

ANS: geometry = square planar, tetrahedral, octahedral, linear
t2
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VI. Intemolecular Attractions

The types of atiractions that exist between molecules depend upon the types of bonds
between the atoms of each molecule. The strength of these attractive forces determine
the physical properties of the compound, such as its melting point, hardness and
solubility. Both the percent ionic character of the bonds and the molecular geometry
determine the overall polarity of the molecule.

A For nonpolar covalent molecules, the only forces of attraction between the
molecules is called dispersion interaction. This is the very weak attraction
between the positive nuclei of one molecule for the valence electrons of a
neighboring molecule. A temporary imbalance of electron distribution occuls in the
neighboring molecule resulting in an induced dipole. This can be seen in the
illustration oftwo chlorine molecules below:

As one molecule . , i , , , ' , .
approaches another, :::rl;::
the valence electrons :',,,'.ii:i
repel  each other to ; : ; : ; : : l : : : ;
create a slight '.'i|!i,
imbalance of charge. 

': :: i :: '

Each molecule ends
,, up with a slightly ,'
,i, negative side and a ,i,
i,' slightly positive side3.r. ,'
; which make them v :

attract.

{+

Since this force is dependent upon the number of protons and electrons that are
attracting each other, molecules with a larger molar mass will have the greatest
dispersion interaction. Consider the following nonpolar compounds that exist as
either a gas,liquid or solid at room temperature: gaseous methane,CH4;liquid
octane, CAH1 g; and solid paraffin wax, CggHf OZ. The solid paraffin has the
strongest intermolecular attractions.

B. Polar molecules arrange themselves so that the opposite charges of adjacent dipoles
are aligned with each other. The attraction of the partial positive charge of one
dipole for the partial negative charge of another dipole is called dipole-dipole
attraction.

Note how the slightly
positive silver metal is
surrounded by the ?L
slightly negative Oo;
chlorine atoms for the :ilY:

polar compound, silver
chloride.

The greater the percent ionic character of the polar bond, the stronger the dipole-
dipole attractions will be. Polar molecules are also attracted to each other by
dispersion interaction, and collectively, these two forces are sometimes called van
der Waals forces.

C. Polar molecules that contain hydrogen atoms bonded to a highly electronegative
element with extra pairs of unshared valence electrons exhibit additional attractive
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forces called hydrogen bonds. When the single electron in a hydrogen atom is
pulled away in a polar covalentbond, the bare proton in hydrogen's nucleus is
exposed. This proton will attempt to form a coordinate covalent bond with one of
the unshared electron pairs in a neighboringmolecule. Thus the hydrogen acts as a
bridge between the two molecules. Without hydrogen bonding, the two strands of
DNA that determine who you really are would simply unravel!

Water has an unusally high boilingpoint,
considering the percent ionic character of the O-H
bonds and its low molar mass. The reason for this
apparent discrepancy in the relative strength of
the intermolecular attractions is due to the
extensive hydrogen bonding that occurs between
neighboringmolecules. Each oxygen atom will
covalently bond to 2 hydrogen atoms and it can
form. 2 additional hydrogen bonds with other water
molecules.

The different types of attractive
forces between particles are listed
at the right in order of their
increasing strengf,h:
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D. If ionic compounds are added to polar solvents, such as water, the compound breaks
apart and separates into its individual ions. The positive ions become surrounded
by the partially negative atoms of the polar molecules. The negative ions become
surounded by the partially positive atoms of the polar molecules. These
interactions are called ion-dipole attractions. Complex ions are an example of the
ion-dipole type of attractions.

di spersion interaction
dipole-dipole attractions
hydrogenbonding
ion-dipole attractions
ionic bonding or metallic bonding

An estimate of the differences in the strength of the intermolecular forces for various
substances is determined by comparing their melting and boiling points. The higher
these temperatures are, the stronger the attractive forces that exist between the
particles of the substance.

Pttblems:

Draw the Lewis dot structures for the following substances, determine the type of
attractive forces that exist between the particles, then rank order them from which
would have the lowest to highest predicted boiling points: Compare HzO, KCl, CH4,
SOZ and COZ

AtlS: low to high B.P. order = CH4, CO2, SO2, H2O, KCI
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Unit 8 Objg.ctives
Having studiedthe unit notes and done the problems, you should be able to:

1. Predict the type of bonds formed between two atoms and describe the properties of
each.

2. Use electronegativities to predict the percent ionic character of bonds and the
polarities of molecules.

3. Use orbital notation, electron configuration or dot diagrams to show what happens
to the electrons in each type of bond.

4. Be able to draw Lewis dot structures to represent how atoms share or transfer
valence electrons to become more stable.

5. Explain how multiple bonds can form between the same two atoms.

6. E:rplain the concepts of isomers and resonance when drawing structures and cite
sxamples.

7 . Describe hybridization and use it to explain bonding in compounds.

8. Explain how shared and unshared pairs of electrons determine molecular shape, and
predict the shapes and bond angles of simple molecules. Predict molecular polarity
flom the shape.

9. Describe dispersion interaction forces, dipole-dipole attractions, hydrogen bonding,
and ion-dipole attractions and give sxamples of substances that exhibit these
forces.

10. Explain the differences in physical properties, such as boilingpoints and rates of
evaporation, in terms of the strength of the forces of attraction.
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